
WARNING IMPORTANT INSTALLATION INFORMATION

The installation of this product should be done only by a licensed and professional installer.  Installation should be done strictly in conformance 
with all local building codes, electrical codes and other building and safety laws and regulations. Among other things, that your installer should carefully 
analyze the need to bond the product to prevent an electrical hazard. Failure to properly install this product could result in a dangerous condition, 
including but not limited to electrical or structural hazards. S.R.Smith disclaims all liability arising from the installation and the user assumes all risk 
associated with the installation.  

Table shown in pool setting with pool seats (umbrella not included)

ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

POOL/SPA TABLE & SEAT
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 INSTALLATION MANUAL POOL/SPA TABLE & SEAT

1. Everyone who uses this Pool/Spa Table or Seat must understand and follow these instructions.
2. If installed in a pool with diving equipment or a pool slide, the table or seat installation must not interfere with the diving or 

sliding safety envelope.
3. Be familiar with the shape and depth of the pool or spa before you install the table or seat. This table or seat should only be 

used in the shallow end of the pool or spa. 
4. To avoid entrapment, do not swim under or near table or seat.
5. Do not climb on or hang from any part of the table, support poles, umbrella, or seat.  
6. Do not stand, jump or dive from any part of the table or seat.
7. No roughhousing or horseplay should be allowed around the table or seat at any time.
8. CAUTION: Table top and seat are slippery when wet.
9. Do not drink alcohol in pool or spa.
10. Do not take chances and inspect the table and seat at least once a year for parts that may become loose, damaged, weakened 

or broken. If necessary, before using the table or seat again, have it inspected and repaired by a competent professional familiar with 
pool/spa tables and seats.

11. When removing the table or seat support post, be sure to put the anchor cap in place over the anchor.  This will prevent any 
possible injury and debris from falling into the anchor.

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR POOL/SPA TABLE:
1. Identify all Pool/Spa Table components. See FIGURE 1. (Please see page 3 for Pool/Spa Seat installation.)
2. Locate a proper installation location within the pool or spa.
3. Install the 6”/15.2cm bronze anchor socket or vinyl liner pool anchor (if supplied) in the pool or spa floor. Make sure the anchor 

is plumb. CHECK YOUR LOCAL ELECTRICAL CODE FOR BONDING REQUIREMENTS. 
4. Table support pole comes 54”/137.2cm in length. This allows for a maximum table height of 48”/122cm from the bottom floor of 

a pool or spa. (6”/15.2cm of the post sits in the bronze anchor socket) Tanning ledge support post in 18”/45.7cm also available 
(12”/30.5cm table height).

FIGURE 1: Pool/Spa Table Parts: Support Pole, 6”/45.7 Bronze Anchor, 30”/76.2cm Table Top, Pole Receiver, Clear Umbrella Stand Cap, & Umbrella Support Pin  (NOT SHOWN: 
optional 18”/45.7cm support pole; optional vinyl liner pool anchor)

30”/76.2cm TABLE TOP
(AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT CUP HOLDERS)

6”/15.2cm BRONZE  
ANCHOR & CAP *

*OPTIONAL 
VINYL LINER 
ANCHOR ALSO 
AVAILABLE 
(SEE PG. 4)

SUPPORT POLE**

SUPPORT PIN FOR 
USE WITH UMBRELLA 
(UMBRELLA NOT INCLUDED)

30”/76.2cm 24”/61cm

TOP BOTTOM

POLE RECEIVER

CLEAR UMBRELLA 
STAND CAP
(FOR USE WHEN NO 
UMBRELLA IS USED)

**OPTIONAL 18” POLE ALSO AVAILABLE (SEE PG. 4)

INTENDED USE INSTRUCTIONSWARNING
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 INSTALLATION MANUAL POOL/SPA TABLE & SEAT

5. The support pole has a pass through hole 30”/76.2cm from the top of the pole, or 24”/61cm from the bottom of the pole. This 
allows a stop point when using an umbrella. The 30”/76.2cm end points upward during assembly. If cutting pole, cut from the end 
that is 24”/61cm from the pass through hole. (No pass through hole for 18”/45.7cm support pole.)

6. If a shorter table height is desired, determine height required and add 6”/15.2cm for the bronze anchor socket. Cut the support 
pole with a hacksaw. (Example: a 30”/76.2cm table height would require a 36”/91.4cm support pole)

7. Deburr and clean the cut end of support pole (if cutting).
8. Remove the bronze anchor cover plate and place the cut end of the support pole fully into the anchor socket.
9. Locate the support pole receiver. NOTE: white internal ring end gets glued into table flange. SEE FIGURE 2.
10. Place the support pole receiver on top of the support pole. NOTE: the support pole will help facilitate the gluing of the 

support pole receiver into the table flange. SEE FIGURE 3.
11. Lay the table upside down on the cardboard box to prevent scratching. Use PVC glue to permanently attach the support pole receiver to 

the table flange. Support pole should still be inside receiver. Use the support pole to fully seat the receiver into the flange. SEE FIGURE 
4 AND FIGURE 5.

12. When the receiver is fully inside the flange, the support pole can then be removed. SEE FIGURE 6.
13. An umbrella (not included) may be used by removing the clear cap from the table grommet. (Maximum umbrella pole size is 

1-5/8” or 1.625”/4.1cm).
14. When removing the table be sure to insert the bronze anchor cover plate.

FIGURE 2: POLE RECEIVER FIGURE 3: POLE RECEIVER ON SUPPORT POLE

FIGURE 4: POLE RECEIVER SHOWN WITH TABLE FLANGE FIGURE 5: POLE RECEIVER ATTACHED TO TABLE FLANGE

FIGURE 6: PROPERLY GLUED POLE RECEIVER SHOWN
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 INSTALLATION MANUAL POOL/SPA TABLE & SEAT

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR POOL/SPA SEAT:
1. Identify all Pool/Spa Seat components. SEE FIGURE 7. (Please see page 1 for Pool/Spa Table installation.)
2. Locate a proper installation location within the pool or spa. NOTE: When installing with a Pool/Spa Table, See Figure 8 for 

suggested placement.

FIGURE 7: Pool/Spa Seat Parts: Support Pole, 6”/15.2cm Bronze Anchor, 16”/40.6 Seat Top, Pole Receiver, and Seat Pole Support Pin  
(NOT SHOWN: optional vinyl liner pool anchor)

SUPPORT POLEBOTTOM TOP

16”/40.6cm SEAT TOP

6”/15.2cm BRONZE  
ANCHOR & CAP *

POLE RECEIVER

SUPPORT PIN  
FOR SEAT POLE

42”/106.7cm

Figure 8: Pool/Spa Table & Seat Recommended Placement Diagram

*OPTIONAL VINYL LINER ANCHOR  
ALSO AVAILABLE (SEE PG. 4) 

16”/40.6cm
12”/30.5cm

22”/55.9cm

30”/76.2cm
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 INSTALLATION MANUAL POOL/SPA TABLE & SEAT

3. Install the 6”/15.2cm bronze anchor socket in the pool or spa floor. Make sure the anchor is plumb. CHECK YOUR LOCAL 
ELECTRICAL CODE FOR BONDING REQUIREMENTS. 

4. Table support pole comes 42”/106.7cm in length. This allows for a maximum seat height of 36”/91.4cm from the bottom floor 
of a pool or spa. (6”/15.2cm of the pole sits in the bronze anchor socket)

5. If a shorter seat height is desired, determine height required and add 6” for the bronze anchor socket. Cut pole with a hacksaw. 
(Example: A 24”/61cm seat height would require a 30”/76.2cm support pole.) NOTE: Top of seat support pole has hole drilled 
to attach the pole receiver.  If cutting is required, cut pole on end without hole.

6. Deburr and clean the cut end of support pole (if cutting).
7. Bolt post receiver to support pole and tighten. SEE FIGURE 9.
8. Lay the seat upside down on the cardboard box to prevent scratching. Use PVC glue to permanently attach the support pole 

receiver to the seat flange. Support pole should still be inside receiver. Use the support pole to fully seat the receiver into the flange.  
SEE FIGURE 10.

9. When removing the seat be sure to insert the bronze anchor cover plate.

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR POOL/SPA SEAT: Cont.

FIGURE 9: POOL/SPA SEAT RECEIVER POLE FIGURE 10: POOL/SPA SEAT RECEIVER POLE SEATED INTO 
POOL/SPA SEAT

FIGURE 11: 18”/45.7cm SUPPORT POLE IMAGE FIGURE 12: OPTIONAL VINYL LINER ANCHOR

18”/45.7cm
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FOR WARRANTY INFORMATION VISIT

SRSMITH.COM/WARRANTY 


